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Groupware :: Development
Applying Profile thinks line with #foo selector in CSS code is a comment and omits it

Status
 Open

Subject
Applying Profile thinks line with #foo selector in CSS code is a comment and omits it

Version
15.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)
Profile Manager

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
luciash d' being �

Lastmod by
luciash d' being �

Rating
     (0) 

Description
When there is a CSS code in the profile params containing lines with ID selectors applying profile
just ignores those lines resulting in wrong CSS code. For example:

will result in:

Example of the profile YAML:

YAML

Saving this as myprofiles/custom-style.yml and applying this profile using php console.php
profile:apply custom-style myprofiles will result in custom module creation named "Custom



#foo, .bar, .bar-bar { display: block }



.bar, .bar-bar { display: block }



objects: - type: module data: name: Custom Style params: nobox: y groups: order: 1 position: top
custom: | {literal} <style type="text/css"> #whitehead, .bgwhite { background-color: #fff }
</style> {/literal} parse: n
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Style" but there will be no line with #whitehead, in it, just the .bgwhite class declaration.

Importance
10 high

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6152

Created
Thursday 27 October, 2016 11:03:03 GMT-0000
by luciash d' being �

LastModif
Thursday 27 October, 2016 11:03:03 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 27 Oct 16 14:09 GMT-0000

Maybe our parser needs updating, your example seems to come out fine on this tester:
http://yaml-online-parser.appspot.com

luciash d' being � 27 Oct 16 14:46 GMT-0000

Thanks Jonny, you are right! Handy link BTW ;)

luciash d' being � 05 Dec 16 14:00 GMT-0000

For now I will do a workaround compacting the CSS to one line to avoid lines starting with #.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6152-Applying-Profile-thinks-line-with-foo-selector-in-CSS-code-is-a-comment-and-
omits-it
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